General Assembly Third Committee


Topic: Elimination of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance

Deeply disturbed by the racism in our world,

Fully believing that it needs to be improved,

Taking into consideration to educate countries on the issue of racial discrimination and xenophobia,

Confident that education for the youth will help change the world,

Deeply convinced that online classes and videos may help educate all,

Seeking to emphasize the need to revise prejudiced textbooks,

Deeply disturbed by the number of people living in poverty, wanting to encourage donating and fundraising to people that do not have a country to live in by giving them water, shelter, food, clothing, and offering a country to live in,

1. Expresses its hope of creating an international holiday that emphasizes equality for all;
2. Further invites groups where insecure individuals can feel safe, for example, a group that helps with confidence;

3. Further requests education to the entire world on history of racial discrimination;

4. Calls upon people of different races and cultures to run for higher jobs in the economy;

5. Encourages that everyone deserves human rights;

6. Expresses its hope to encourage countries with mass racial discrimination to support targets of racism in protest that will help the situation;

7. Trusts that if an officer of the law witnesses an act of racism they will fix it;

8. Encourages adults to be role models for their families and friends;

9. Appreciate others calls upon people further invites other to make sure everyone is treated equally;

10. Requests a curriculum that will ensure that all students will learn about racial discrimination;

11. Further requests interactions with people and schools from different countries;

12. Further reminds that police abuse is still in effect around the world; and

13. Further recommends every organization to stop racism to join forces.